Entry-level unmanaged switches designed for industrial automation applications.

Future-proof devices thanks to Gigabit speed, making it possible to quickly transmit large volumes of data.

Low power consumption allows for the reduction of overall lifecycle costs.

**Hardware**

- Port options:
  - Up to eight Fast Ethernet or Gigabit ports
  - Two of the eight ports can be fiber optic
  - Very compact IP30 plastic enclosure

The SPIDER III Standard Line entry-level industrial Ethernet switches employ a plug-and-play principle that allows for easy installation without compromising quality or reliability. Users can connect multiple devices without the need for a complex configuration process. Due to the increasing amount of Ethernet-based field devices like sensors and actuators, there is a need for industrial Ethernet switches like SPIDER III Standard Line with a higher port count and data rates at the field level.

The SPIDER III Standard Line switches are ideal for industries that need to transmit large volumes of data at high speed.

*Be certain. Belden.*
Customer Benefits

Transmit Large Volumes of Data Quickly
The next generation of unmanaged switches from Hirschmann is future-proof due to Gigabit speed, resulting in uninterrupted and smooth communication. Optional fiber optic ports make it possible to bridge long distances without interruption.

Simple Installation
The smaller size of the SPIDER III Standard Line Switches makes installation quick and easy.

Cost Effective
SPIDER III Standard Line switches take advantage of the latest technology from Hirschmann, resulting in increased performance while reducing both cost and enclosure sizes. These switches are a great way to utilize Ethernet technology for an affordable price.

Features
These entry level unmanaged switches have Gigabit ports for applications with high data volumes, while their compact size makes them the ideal choice for situations where space is limited. The SPIDER III Standard Line switches also provides an easy way to include network devices in a line or star topology.

Customers
The SPIDER III Standard Line switches are ideal for customers who want to take advantage of Ethernet technology. The switches are a great fit for industries that need to transmit large volumes of data at high speed.

Applications
- Extreme environmental conditions
- Field level in industrial networks
- Smaller infrastructures

Markets
Manufacturing, machine building, solar power, traffic control systems

Now available: Unmanaged 8 Port Gigabit Switch SPIDER-SL-40-08T1
Order No.: 942 132-004
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